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A small island economy is characterized by its small size, in
terms of all economic activities. Main economic activities are
fishing and agriculture. The connectivity of an island affects all
aspects of life, income (economy), environment, education,
healthcare till energy provision. This low level of living quality
drives younger and better educated people to leave the island
of their origin. At present, in short term and may be in the long
run, those small islands do not seem to have a bright picture. In
the long run, many of such islands might be left behind, and
become empty [3].

Abstract
Most transportation planning approaches pay attention on
determining the size of fleet and their routes to address the
transport capacity and demand issues. The paper outlines the
investigation of transportation service performance in the
archipelagic area, i.e. Maluku Archipelago, Indonesia. Firstly,
we start with the identification on using common approach to
determine size of fleet. The performances then compared with
the existing performance. Secondly, our field research reveals
impacts of delays of the arrival of ships on costs and their
consequences thereafter. The delays of ships are obvious
mainly due to port operation delays in previous ports of call and
due to weather. Delay of conveying information seems to be
more critical. Delays of conveying information manifest in the
form of improper prior notice of ship’s arrival delay and no
announcement of the updated Estimate Time of Arrival (ETA)
of the vessel or the next vessel. The paper concludes that
improvement of the information infrastructure is more effective
and efficient compared to the enhancement of transportation
capacity.

A scheme established to support these huge challenges faced
by remotely located small islands is called Perintis Shipping.
Perintis means pioneer. A number of routes in Maluku
archipelago has been served by this Perintis Shipping. Fig. 1
shows three Perintis routes of Maluku: R-36, R-37, and R-39
that have been used in this study.
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The Maluku archipelago are situated in Eastern Indonesia
consisting of 559 islands in a vast area of over 580.000 sq.km.,
90% of it is water. Half of the archipelago and some 250 islands
are populated [1].
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Figure 1. Perintis route in Maluku archipelago [4]

Total number of both commercial and non-commercial ports in
Indonesia are 1.241 ports, or one port serve 14 islands (i.e. 14.1
island/port) with average covered area 1.548 km2/ ports [2].
This ratio is less than Japan (3.6 island/port) with covered area
340 km2/port, and Philippines (10.1 island/port with covered
area 460 km2/port). This condition is not sufficient for
Indonesia compared with the number of ships, it causes the ship
queue at port are relatively high.

Parallel to it, a larger society living in big economic centers
enjoys very much from the progress of the Information and
Communication Technology (ICT). ICT proves to be helpful to
address many challenges, it improves efficiency, level of safety
and security and also it helps to save the environment. The ICT
products become more and more advanced, and at the same
time they become more and more affordable. Indonesia ranks
at 111th place out of 173 countries (ICT Development Index)
[5]. Nevertheless, Indonesia is experiencing a tremendous
growth of ICT-related business and usage of ICT applications
[6]. Its e-commerce growth is among the fastest in Asia/the
world. The internet penetration grows by 53% per year. The
willingness to purchase ICT equipment grows by 19%.

In Maluku, there are 55 ports that managed by Indonesia
government consist of one main port, 6 regional collected ports,
and 48 local ports [1]. All these ports are concrete structure. For
559 islands in Maluku province, one port served ten islands
(10.16 island/ port).
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Connectivity index could be measure using the graph theory
particularly on the centrality index [12], or using weighting
factors [13]. Sokol in [9] defines connectivity of transportation
network (CTN) as the ease of people, materials and information
could be moved from a location to another location. He
recommended to use CTN to evaluate LOS of a regional
transportation network. The transit connectivity can be measure
based on time on-vehicle, access/ egress time, waiting time,
reliability of services, frequencies, and transfer smoothness
along the multimodal path on a transit network [14].
Connectivity index also could be measured in a multimodal
transit network. This measure integrated the route, schedule,
socio-economic, demography, and spatial activity pattern [15].

Access to ship schedule of maritime transportation services
users in Indonesia particularly to inhabitant in remote islands is
limited. This is caused not only by the limitations of ICT
infrastructure but also because of the unavailability of webbased ship schedule information systems or applications that
can be accessed by users. The ownership of
smartphones/tablets tend to be two times greater than the use of
the computer/laptop both in urban and rural [7]. There are
44.16% of internet access in Indonesia using smartphones/tablets, and 39.28% using both smartphone and
computer/laptop, and only 4.49% had using computer/laptop to
access an information on internet. This indicates that people in
Indonesia become more mobile according to their behavior to
get information on internet.

Accessibility is an important dimension of transport network.
The accessibility measures of transport networks can be
divided into three categories: location-, potential-, and transport
capacity-based [9]. Many studies put the connectivity as the
most important index to evaluate the potential-based
accessibility [10], [16]–[19]. Location-based accessibility
(LBA) focuses on the ease of reaching a node in a transport
network. The calculation of LBA is often based on the average
travel time or cost to reach a station on a transport network [20].
Potential-based accessibility (PBA) reflects the fullest degree
that a transport infrastructure can be used or the possible (or
maximum) amount of travel demand that a transport network
can serve [9]. PBA could be equivalent to a service area or
passenger demand of this area on a transport network. Hansen
[21] established PBA as a function of the travel demand of an
area and the travel cost to this area from other locations. The
travel cost can be measured by time, distance, or money by
applying the pre-specified decay function. PBA is also called
regional accessibility, locational access, and by-transit
accessibility. Transport capacity-based accessibility (TCBA)
measures the ease of travel or the activity that can occur on a
transport network under given conditions or environmental
inputs.

This paper elaborates the performance of sea transport as the
main connector among those islands. It investigates the impacts
of this transport performance to the passengers, coming in and
departing from those islands. A further investigation goes into
efforts to understand the behavior of elements of transport,
namely ships, passengers and ports. At this point, we reveal to
which elements the intervention of actions or solutions might
be directed.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Problems in transportation and logistics had to be tackled long
before computers were invented and Operational Research
(OR) became a discipline aimed at developing models and
techniques to support decision making [8]. In the era of 1960s
and 70s: transportation science emerged that focus on traffic
and public transportation, whereas logistics was a young field
that referred to physical distribution and inventory
management. In 1980s rail and sea transportation emerged, and
air transportation also emerged as a distinct research area. In
1990s transportation included passenger and freight
transportation was emerged to cover a broader variety of
problems that arise along with a revolutionary of internet and
communication technology. 2000/2010: transportation and
logistics covers a continuously growing number of
applications. The mobile apps (that stands for application) are
made available through digital distribution platform to mobile
devices such as smartphones and tablets.

The performance of ports in Indonesia is still far from optimal
in supporting national logistics efficiency, as waiting time
(WT), approach time (AT), and effective time (ET) are only
about 77%, 75%, and 54% respectively [22]. He denoted that
as an archipelago nation with over 6,000 permanently inhabited
islands and a rich seafaring tradition, Indonesia needs to
significantly strengthen its maritime infrastructure and
shipping lines by: (i) developing coastal/ short-sea-shipping
through secondary port developments, which in turn will
enhance feeder shipping and increase support for traditional
community-based and modernized boat services; (ii)
developing port competitiveness within the government’s
strategy for a “maritime highway”, focusing on the targeted
ports and 10 feeder ports; and (iii) developing port hinterland
connection through multi-modal connectivity by improving
road and rail links between ports and industrial centers, cities
and transport hubs.

The most recent technological advances are related to the
explosion of digital data, called big data, and to the expansion
of the concept of internet, them so called internet of Things
(IoT), also called the internet of objects. Big data takes a variety
of forms, from massages to images, global positioning system
(GPS) signals from cell phones, reading from sensors. The
social networks, smartphones and mobile devices are sources
of big data and provide enormous amount of data related to
people, activities, and locations.
In study of transportation, connectivity is used as a general
index to evaluate level of services (LOS) of the transportation
network [9]. Connectivity measures the ease degree of
connection or communication from one point to another point
in a network [10], [11].

In the Fiji islands, development of intra and inter-island sea
transport is critical to every aspect of well-being (i.e. access to
health, education and markets, and social and cultural
practices) [23]. She believes that ambitious infrastructure
development program that embarked by Fiji government is one
solution on intra and inter-island sea transportation problems.
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Otherwise, [24] shows that enhancement of the European sea
transportation competitiveness is by using the better ICT. They
believed that the used of ICT (e.g. eMAR Ecosystem, the
Inlecom i-Ship Intelligent Ship Reporting Gateway, etc.) will
help transmit information to all relevant stakeholders
(authorities, agents, ship masters, of/onshore shipping
company facilities) in an automated and smart manner.

2.

Fleet Performance

Contribution of each port to the number of passengers on board
is measure using the load factor, see Figure 3. Load Factor is a
ship’s occupation ratio and been measured as a comparison
between number of passengers on board and ship’s capacity.
Fig. 3 shows the load factor of Perintis routes R-36, R-37, R39. All these routes used pendulum voyage type with many
ports. At most of the path of voyage the ship was empty
(LF<40%), particularly while the ship on the return trip.

Stupalo in [25] stated that island accessibility and connectivity
in Croatia could be enhancement by using the ICT tools. They
simplify the ticketing system by offering passengers one ticket
for the entire trip even when using several transport modals,
and by assuring integrated schedules of different transport
modes to provide quick, qualitative, reliable and flexible
transport service. Nugroho et al. [3] also denoted that the used
of ICT on maritime transportation in Indonesia will increase the
connectivity of maritime transportation.
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Figure 3. Load factor of Perintis routes: R-36, R-37 and R-39

Perintis service is conducted by a fleet of general cargo ships.
The fleet carry nearly all types of cargo, form bags, pallet,
containers, cars till passengers. The ship’s load factor is low,
due its low economic scale of the ports of call. A typical ship,
MV Sabuk Nusantara 30 has the following principal particulars
has the following principal particulars: 446 DWT, 1202 GT,
LOA 62.8 m, speed 10 knot, 400 passenger capacity and 50 MT
cargo capacity (Fig.2).

Many issues might affect the people and cargo mobility in
archipelago region such as Maluku. Delays are the most
annoying element about which the passengers complain. Most
passenger complain of the maritime pioneer service in Maluku
is presented in Fig. 4.

Figure 2. Passenger & cargo vessel MV Sabuk Nusantara 30
Figure 4. Complaints of passengers
Ports at Maluku archipelago are in general small in size and
equipped with basic facilities. The following Port of Larat is a
typical dimension of the ports in Maluku ports: Berth length is
24 meters and 6 meters width; the Causeway length is 15 meters
and 4 meters width.

A survey conducted at 42 ports reveals the impacts of the
performance of transport. Figure 4 shows the frequencies of
complaints among passengers. Most of their complaints are
about the passenger waiting time at ports, limited information
about shipping schedule and the availability of ship.

Throughput of passengers at arrival and departure at port of
Ambon in 2017 is 201,207 and 212,270 persons. In port of
Banda is about 27,673 passengers arrived and 15,703
passengers departed in 2017. Port of Tual noted that in 2017
there are 63,689 passengers arrived and 96,510 passengers
departed. All these passengers were carried by 7 Pelni cruisers
and 18 Perintis ships [1].

A delay of ship’s arrival might have a dramatic meaning.
Passengers might come from remote areas, where they need to
travel 1-2 days to reach the port. When a ship arrives too late,
the passengers have two options, to wait at port or in the
vicinity of port or to return to their home. Both have a severe
financial impact.
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3.

Table 2. Transport elements as input for connectivity index 2

Connectivity index 1: based upon degree of centrality

A ship is the main connector for an archipelagic area like
Moluccas. The transport services provided by a fleet of ship
connect the islands, which in turn enable the inhabitants and
small industries to move and to ship their cargoes. The first
measurement to portray the degree of connectivity based upon
the degree of centrality of the ports’ location. This connectivity
index 1 identifies the existence of relationships among ports,
where the availability of a shipping service between two ports
in concern is denoted with one (1), otherwise zero (0) [26].
𝑛

𝐶1 = ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑗
𝑗

(1)

where, Cij is the connection between port i and port j in a
network. This connectivity index does not measure the size of
the service provided, such the number of ship’s calls or the total
size of ship’s capacity calling at an island, denoted by GRT or
DWT. In this study we observe connectivity index for 47 ports
in Maluku including port of Kupang in the East Nusa Tenggara
province and port of Sanana in North Maluku province that
linked by three pioneer routes (i.e. R-36, R-37, R-39). The
result of the calculation has shown in Table 2.

As can be seen in Table 3, for 47 ports we assess in this study
only three ports had good infrastructure to support the
connectivity in this area (i.e. port of Ambon, Saumlaki, and
Tual). Most of the ports in this area (around 57.45%) was has
minimum support to connectivity index. We found that at least
two factors with lower contribution i.e. infrastructure supply
and ICT infrastructure (i.e. 0.26 and 0.27 respectively). This
result indicates that transportation infrastructure (ports) and
ICT infrastructure are limited in this area and give significant
impact to transportation connectivity index.

Table 1 shows that only port Ambon and Tepa has highly
connectivity index (C1 > 0.6). Both of these ports had has
connected to 33 and 30 other ports respectively. 16 ports were
in moderate connectivity index (0.3 < C1 < 0.6), and 29 ports
has low connectivity index (C1 < 0.3). The result indicates that
most of these ports were less connected or even not connected
by any regular sea transportation services.

4. Connectivity index 2: Based upon qualities of transport
elements

Table 3. Connectivity index 2 of Maluku ports

The second connectivity index we identify is based on the
availability of infrastructure. Ramos et al. [13] introduce the
measurement of inter-connectivity by using infrastructure
indicator. They identify four factors and nine indicators to
assess the connectivity index. In this study we identify the
properties of four transport elements, i.e. port infrastructure,
shipping services and ICT infrastructure and other transport
modes, by using nineteen indicators (see Table 2). We use
Likert Scale (five points from zero to four) to assess the
infrastructure exist in each port. Weight of each factors is 0.25.
We assume that every factor has the same contribution to
connectivity index.
Table 1. Connectivity index of Maluku ports
5.

Accessibility Index

The investigation goes into how easy to access areas, which is
called accessibility index [27], and can be measure as follow:
𝐴𝑖 =

∑ 𝑣𝑖𝑗
𝑑𝑖𝑗

(2)

where vij is the volume of cargo movement from zone i to j. For
this study we consider number of passenger movement as a
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main parameter to assess the accessibility index. dij is the travel
distance from i to j.

Conventionally, effort to enhancement the sea transportation
connectivity is carried out by increasing the number of ships,
developing a new port, and/or increase the frequency of ship
visits through route arrangements. In Maluku number of
pioneer routes continue increase by years. In 2015 the number
of pioneer route is 15 and in 2018 became 18 routes. The fleet
size is 500-2000 DWT. For ship of 1.200 DWT the capital cost
is around IDR 54 Billion.

Table 4. Accessibility index of Maluku ports
Ports
Adaut
Amahai
Ambon
Bebar
Dawera/ Dawelor
Elath
Ilwaki
Kisar
Kroing
Lakor

Ai
0.019
0.107
0.203
0.082
0.204
0.025
0.023
0.330
0.164
0.502

Ports
Larat
Lelang/Elo
Leti
Lewa/Dai
Marsela
Moa
Molu
Nila
Romean
Saumlaki

Ai
0.023
0.301
0.325
0.001
0.108
0.559
0.010
0.054
0.007
0.172

Ports
Seira
Serua
Tamta/Luang
Teon
Tepa
Tual
Upisera
Wulur

Ai
0.021
0.034
0.255
0.016
0.255
0.073
0.026
0.095

Table 5 shows that for ship with 1.200 GT the transportation
cost might reach IDR 18.5 Billion per annum and will increase
twice if we add one vehicle on the same route.
Table 6. Time study at Port of Larat

Table 4 shows that the passenger mobility is low in this area in
related to the distance between ports. As can be seen in Table
5, access to Ambon is low because all the ports were far away
from Ambon port. The movement of passengers inter nearest
island shows the better pattern. For example, both port Lakor
and Moa, has index of accessibility more than 0.5 for distance
between ports is less than 15 nautical miles.
CLASSICAL AND SOFT-INFRASTRUCTURE APPROACH
To address the challenges marine transportation services, we
utilize two approaches. Firstly, in order to reduce waiting time
of passengers with their commodities, a more frequent service
is to be provided. This is achieved through the enhancement of
transport capacity, by providing an additional ship capacity.
Secondly, the above-mentioned findings have shown us, that
the late delivery of information is one of the most annoying
factors. An improvement of delivering information is
improved.

1.

The main problem that faced by people in remote island is long
time waiting in the ports due to the uncertainty of shipping
schedule information (i.e. time of arrival and departure of ship).
One case we found on survey at port of Larat describes the
impact of the uncertainty information on passengers. Table 6
describes that passenger from remote island (Fordata island)
arrived at port Larat two days before the arrive of ship, and they
have to stay at passenger room. Passengers from the North part
of Yamdena island arrived one day before the ship schedule as
well as the most passenger of villages on Larat island. When
they receive information that the ship will arrived 24 hours later
they have to made decision.

Enhancement of transport capacity

The above findings showed that passengers are jeopardized a
lot due to the low performance of ship, i.e. long waiting time.
Maximum waiting time is theoretically the same as the round
voyage time, i.e. 15 days for route R36. Due to weather
conditions, the round voyage length might become 16-19 days.
On the other hand, in order to satisfy with the arrival date at a
particular, usually bigger port, the call to this port is cancelled,
the length might become even shorter, 13-16 days.

Table 7. Additional expenses due to delay

To address this problem, an intervention towards the transport
capacity becomes a primary issue. An optimization approaches
are usually applied to address routing problem or to enhance
the size of the fleet. The following table shows the
consequences of deploying an additional ship to this route. By
doing so, the frequency of call increases, the waiting time
becomes lower.
Table 5. Transport capacity increment

Table 7 shows that at least three hours before the announcement
of ship’s arrival delay all the passenger was in the port,
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is clearly superior over enhancing transport capacity, i.e.
adding additional ship.

particularly people from outside of Larat island. They had spent
24 – 48 hours at that port, before they find out that the ship will
arrive 24 hours later.

Table 9. Cost and revenue Comparison

Table 8 shows that the impact of arrival early at port for all the
passenger is they have to spend extra money for living (meal,
etc.) and for transportation in that island. This condition
became worst while the delay occurred.
Table 8. Ticket expenses paid by passengers
following the delay
As can be seen in Table 9, BTS operating cost might be covered
by its revenue (47.92%). This revenue comes from consuming
of information and communication at five new ports in R-36
Perintis Network. From that table we also find out that annual
revenue operational cost ratio for development of ICT
infrastructure is higher than transport infrastructure.

For the passengers that decide to wait they have to stay
overnight at port. Six passengers from Fordata island that bring
bananas to sell in Tual also decide to wait the ship but after the
information ship delays announced, they decide to sell their
bananas in Larat even with low price than returned home (see
Table 8).

Figure 5. Sources of information

Table 7 shows that due to arrival too early at port and the ship’s
delays the passengers have to spend extra expenses. Compared
to the cost of transportation they have to pay, the real expenses
they have to spend due to overnight stay at ports is twice as
much as the transportation cost (see Table 8).

2.

Now, we need to figure out how the information delivery
works. Passengers obtain the schedule mostly from the printed
information at port, 36,9%, see Fig. 5. Mobile phone is a way
how the updated schedule of the ship is delivered. This is
especially in case in places where telecommunication
infrastructure is available. For route R-36, most ports and
surrounding areas are already equipped with a BTS.

Enhancement of information delivery

Port authorities communicate with a ship on the shipping
schedule by using a Single Side Band (SSB) Radio. Passengers
obtain information about the schedule from the printed
information at the port. Few passengers may have also access
to the mobile phone numbers of a crew of the ship. The mobile
phone communication works well, only if the ship sails in the
coastal areas and the areas are covered with sufficient mobile
communication connectivity. The latter is often the main
barrier.
A Base Transceiver Station (BTS) tower is a facility to enable
mobile communication with a coverage area of 20 sq.km. A
new construction of BTS would require an investment of IDR
3 billion. Incurring this investment and the operational costs,
would result into total monthly costs of IDR 100 million or a
total annual cost of IDR 1.2 billion.

Figure 6. Type of information inhabitant needed.

There are five ports which do not have a telecommunication
connection. For those purpose, an annual operation cost of IDR
6.4 billion and an investment of IDR 15 billion is necessary.
With a depreciation of an investment in a Base Transceiver
Station (BTS), the strategy to enhance the information delivery

All passengers rely obviously upon the information shown at
the port. On the other hand, we found out that the need for
punctual and reliable information is often unavailable. Many
information boards do not publish updated information on
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Palapa Ring’s Eastern project was constructed for 4,450 km
long comprises of 3,850 km sub marine cables and 600 km land
cable with 15 landing points at 21 cities/ districts. The capacity
of this network is 100 Gigabyte (Upgradeable 160 GB) by
carrying the ring concept, two pairs (four cores).

ship’s arrival and departure. Based on survey (see Fig. 6), we
found that the information about ship’s schedule is the most
important information for inhabitants in the remote island. This
is critical since them lives in different island from the nearest
port. They use boats form home to go to the departure port,
therefore the time of ship arrival and departed is critical. With
the certain ship schedule information, they can arrange their
time to travel from home.

Recently, there are 1,328 units BTS in Maluku with uneven
location distribution. 4G LTE services only available on the
capital city of the province/district and such area as in the entire
Ambon island and the district of Central Maluku. 3G LTE
services in the South-East region is restricted.

OUTLOOK

As an archipelago, Maluku province with 559 islands need
more ICT infrastructure to ensure that the communication and
information flows can reach every remote area as well as outer
islands. Viewing the tremendous potential of e-commerce as a
driver for the economy for remote areas, sea transport
performance is the key determining factor. The sea transport
plays a role as an enabler for a smooth e-commerce. The above
finding shows that sea transport could efficiently and
effectively be improved by utilizing the power ICT, which is
exactly in line with requirement of e-commerce. ICT could be
a driver for both transport and e-commerce, at the same time.

Putting the finding of this research into the recent context,
Indonesia is experiencing a tremendous growth of ICT
penetration and e-commerce [6]. The growth of commerce
outside Java is apparently stronger than on Java at present, and
it is predicted that this trend will continue in the near future.
Indonesia had about 30 million total online shoppers in 2017 in
a total population of about 260 million. Their definition of
online commerce excludes services such us Go-Jek or
Traveloka, as well as B2B marketplaces such as IndoTrading.
They found that by online buying and selling by consumers of
physical goods, the market comprising about $5 billion of
formal e-tailing and more than $3 billion of informal
commerce. The social media (i.e., Facebook, Instagram, Line,
WhatsApp, BlackBerry Messenger) has formed social
commerce and capture more than $3 billion, on the other hand
Bibli, Bukalapak, Lazada dan Tokopedia had facilitates
transaction, including payment and delivery, via a common
online marketplace and reach about $5 billion.

The above findings show that improving an ICT infrastructure
is a more effective option compared to the provision of an
additional ship. The combination of extending the internet
infrastructure backbone to the eastern provinces and expanding
wireless internet will enable business and governments to make
greater use of the internet in their relationships with customers
[30].
The availability of ICT infrastructure in remote located island
not only has a benefit to the users of maritime transportation
modal but also has its impact to inhabitant’s economy in those
islands. By the internet they could have an access to market not
only locally but also globally. We believe that by giving the
expansion in infrastructure underway and increasing
penetration, the upcoming decade will host a substantial
increase in internet use particularly through mobile devices.

Social commerce is a significant contributor to today’s online
commerce market in Indonesia, accounting for roughly 40%
percent of all sales. Small merchants often use it as a gateway
to online selling, as well as a way to circumvent the
prohibitively high costs of traditional media advertising, before
migrating to formal marketplaces. They stated that this subset
of digital commerce will likely continue to grow, reaching
between $15 billion and $25 billion by 2022.
Ariyanti [28] shown that Maluku province was lead on two
variables i.e. intensity index and info-use indexes for its digital
divide index. This indicates that on economic view based-on
GDP, Maluku province are able to pay for information and
communication technology and has high intensity of accessing
internet on last three months. We also found that the people in
Maluku are able to operate and use the ICT tool (skill index at
the 4th place). On the contrary, at the network index, Maluku
was on the 30th place [28]. It is clearly show that the ICT
infrastructure in Maluku was in lower level. For Indonesia
Digital Divide Index, Maluku was on the 12th place out of 33
provinces in Indonesia in 2013.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The above investigation delivers a promising direction in
enhancing marine transport in remotely located small islands:
a)

Enhancement of fleet and port is costly. This does not even
guarantee whether it would bring benefit to the
users/people. Uninformed delays had causes severe
impacts to passengers and shippers, this creates distrust.

b) Anticipating any delays is only possible when the
information is available and is conveyed timely to the
users and in appropriate way.

The fast development of ICT infrastructure of Indonesia, called
Palapa Ring’s project, is aim to expand domestic broadband
service nationwide, particularly in frontier, outermost and
remote regions [29]. This project comprises three sections – the
West, Central and East – that will span around 13,000 km. The
targets of this project are construction of the national optic fiber
network which will reach 440 cities/districts throughout
Indonesia. Palapa Ring’s project integrated the existing
network into the new network the Eastern part of Indonesia.

c)

Improvement of information availability is a very effective
measure to enhance the transport service quality.
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